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Abstract – There is some confusion in terminology
concerning architectures and algorithms of  Air
Situation Picture Generation (ASPG). Therefore, two
aspects concerning the ASPG are distinguished: the
method of ASPG - Single or Multi Radar Tracking, and
the concept - Distributed or Central, - of ASPG within
an Air Defense Region, consisting of several Control
and Reporting Centers. The evolution from Single
Radar Tracking to Multi Radar Tracking and from
Distributed Concept to Central Concept is discussed.
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1 Introduction

Two aspects concerning the Air Situation Picture
Generation (ASPG) are discussed in this paper:
· The method of Air Situation Picture (ASP)

generation –
o Single Radar Tracking (SRT) Method
o Multi Radar Racking (MRT) Method

 
· The concept of ASP generation within an Air

Defense Region, consisting of several Command &
Control Centers, usually called Control & Reporting
Centers (CRC) –
o Distributed Concept
o Central Concept

The first Air Defense Command and Control Systems
(ADCCS), produced during the 60s and early 70s, were
SRT based systems.

The SRT Method is based on the generation of tracks,
separately for each radar. The area of interest is
divided into sub-areas, and for each such sub-area, the
tracks of the “best radar”, are displayed. Thus, for the
entire area of interest (Region), a simple
superimposition of the different data sources is done.

Since the produced ASP was of low quality, as soon as
the technology enabled it, i.e., more computational
power became available, an upgrade to MRT Method
was considered. This Method implies that all data
sources connected to the air defense site (CRC), are

fused to produce one coherent presentation of the
target.

The evolution from SRT to MRT based systems, was
driven by the necessity to improve the insufficient ASP
quality, together with the availability of stronger
computers. Thus, since the late 70s, all the ADCCS
modern systems are MRT based. In fact, both largest
civil aviation’s authorities, the FAA and Eurocontrol,
require that the provided systems should be MRT based
ones.

As opposed to the ASPG Method, the the ASPG
Concept deals with the issue of the ASPG Architecture.

In the distributed ASPG Architecture the ASP is
generated separately in each CRC within a region.
Each CRC generates the ASP based on inputs received
from radars and external ASP systems linked directly
to the CRC. The CRCs exchange their ASP among
themselves in an effort to maintain a common regional
ASP.

In the centralized ASPG architecture the ASP is
generated in one central site (CRC or AFHQ) based on
inputs received from all the radars and external ASP
systems residing in the region. The centralized ASP is
then distributed to all the CRCs and other ASP clients
in the region.

The Regional/National generated ASP within the
framework of the Distributed Concept, was of
insufficient quality mainly in the aspects of targets
coverage under EW conditions,  multiple tracks for a
single actual target, and a non-uniform ASP within the
Region. Detailed analysis of these problems can be
found in [1]. On the other hand, there was an
enormous increase in the computer power, and a
significant increase in the communications bandwidth.
Indeed, there still prevails an opinion, e.g. in [2], [3]
and [4], that the Central Concept coupled with MRT is
not practical even nowdays. However, we are aware of
fielded and successfully operational ASP generation
systems employing MRT Method and Central Concept.

The evolution from Distributed Concept to Central
Concept, was driven by operational needs, backed by



the enormous technological improvements occurred
since mid 90s.

The above-mentioned evolutions, imply that the MRT
Method includes within it the SRT Method, and the
Central Concept includes within it the Distributed one.

2 ASPG Concepts Comparison

The relative merits and disadvantages of SRT versus
MRT are widely discussed in the Data Fusion literature,
in particular for the case when SRT is followed by the
tracks fusion (see e.g. [5]). The issue of the Central
versus Distributed Concepts comparison, on the other
hand, is much less covered, probably due to its strictly
pragmatic nature.

Therefore, it would be instructional to compare the
ASPG Concepts in the light of the ASP quality
definition in [1].

ASP Updatedness: This is a measure of how often a
given track is updated. The central concept yields a
better updatedness than the distributed system since
sensor updates are received more frequently (all the
region sensors are incorporated in the ASPG) thus a
maneuvering track is presented closer to its true
position, speed and heading.

ASP Accuracy: This is a measure of how accurate are
the estimates of track position, speed, heading and
altitude. The central concept yields a better accuracy
then the distributed system since more sensor updates
are received for a given track. The optimal tracker
takes into account the sensor measurement errors thus
even non-modern radars improve track accuracy.
Frequent updates that are received will statistically
lower track estimate errors.

Duplicate tracks: In the distributed ASPG systems,
every CRC attempts to correlate its own ASP with the
ASP received from the adjacent CRCs. This track to
track correlation process often fails and as a result
duplicate tracks are formed (mainly upon track
maneuvers or upon track initiation when track
estimates are poor). In the central ASPG approach,
track duplication of this kind does not occur since the
ASP is generated in a single site.

ASP Uniformity: In the distributed ASPG systems, the
ASP is often not uniform (identical) among the CRCs.
Tracks which are detected by sensors of several CRCs
(tracks residing in overlapping sectors) may have
different data (such as identification) in each CRC. The
central ASPG concept avoids this problem inherently.

ASP Completeness: This is a measure of the system
ability to establish and track all targets of interest
detected by system sensors. Under heavy ECM or under

certain environmental conditions the individual
sensor’s probability of detection may degrade to such
an extent that no single radar tracking will be possible.
In this situation the Centralized concept will provide
additional data from other connected sensors thus
assuring track initiation and stable maintenance. The
concentration of all information sources in one data
fusion location improves the ASP Identification as well.

Sensors Management: Advanced radar can be
controllable. They are designed to obtain crucial high
quality measurements of important targets. The
management of controllable resources for maximal
ASP quality improvement is much more efficient under
the Centralized concept when all of the resources are
dealt with at one place.

3 Central Concept Data Fusion

The MRT accepts al the data sources connected to the
CRC. The data sources and their provided information
are:
· Radar, providing plots, or tracks, or plots and

tracks. (Radar source provides additional
information, which is used by the ASPG, but is
beyond the scope of this paper.)

· Adjacent CRCs (within the Region), providing
plots, or tracks, or plots and tracks.

· External systems, providing tracks
 
 The MRT, after applying bias corrections to the
received data, fuses the data types as following:
· Plots: The incorporation of plot data within

the ASP, is done by using plots-to-tracks
correlation technique, while applying the
proper weight to each plot based on the radar
accuracy.

· Tracks: The tracks are incorporated within the
ASP using track-to-track correlation.

 

 4 Multisite ASPG within the Region
 There is sometimes an operational need to share parts
of the ASP among adjacent CRCs, although each CRC
is fully independent in carrying its operational tasks,
and having its own detection and defense resources. As
an example, a radar connected to a certain CRC, might
cover also some of the area of operational responsibility
of an adjacent CRC. Another example is a target
crossing areas of responsibilities of several CRCs. The
ways to cater for the above-mentioned situations, is to
share or to exchange the ASP (or portions of it) among
adjacent CRCs.
 
 As mentioned above, there are two concepts to
implement this requirement:
· The Distributed Concept
· The Central Concept

Within the Distributed concept, each site generates its
own independent ASP. There may be a limited track



exchange between the sites in areas of overlapping
interests, but basically, the ASP within each site is
individual to its CRC.
With the Central concept, in its full capability, the
Regional ASP is generated in a single CRC from all
available sources within the Region. The generated
ASP is periodically disseminated to the other CRCs
within the Region, and each CRC extracts the ASP to
cover its Area of Operational Responsibility. Each one
of the CRCs may act, in a given time, as the ASP
generating site. To cater for this full capability, the
CRCs should be interconnected with a bandwidth to
accommodate the required data transfer.

The degree of the benefit from the Central concept’s
full capability, depends upon the amount of the data
sources overlapping of the adjacent CRCs. The higher
the degree of data sources overlapping within the
Region (adjacent CRCs), the bigger are the benefits.
Since the data sources may include airborne sensors, as
well as a number of powerful long-range radar, it is
reasonable to anticipate sufficient overlapping within
the Region in many practical cases.

However, the Central concept caters for situations in
which the actual communications bandwidth is lower
than the required one (for the full capability), or there
is no communication at all among the CRCs. In these
cases, the Central concept operates in a similar way to
the Distributed concept, and thus, the distributed
concept is contained within the Central one.

In the case of no communications among the CRCs
within the Region, the ASP is generated totally
independent within each CRC, out of the data sources
(sensors and external systems) connected directly to the
CRC.

In the case of degraded communication lines, the
system will operate as a Distributed system, i.e. each
site will generate its own independent ASP, together
with a limited track exchange between the sites in areas
of overlapping interest.

5 Conclusions

Regardless the ASPG concept within the Region, it is
obvious for many years that the MRT Method is
superior over the SRT Method. The MRT advantages
are theoretically proven, and practically experienced in
the systems, which started with the SRT Method and
evolved later on to the MRT Method. There is no extra
investment in the communication infrastructure, since
the data sources (sensors and external systems) are
connected in the same way to the CRC, in both
Methods.

As for the regional ASP generation, it is clear that the
degree of overlapping coverage is a key factor whether
to invest in the upgrade of the communication

infrastructure among the sites. Most probably, due to
the airborne sensors, together with the long range
radar, there will be a significant amount of coverage
overlapping within the Region. However, since the
Central concept operates with the available existing
communications bandwidth, its mode of operation
should be set depending on the communications on-
hand, and the coverage overlapping percentage.
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